
Kevin Wolf
Senior Product Engineer

An ardent explorer of Developer Experience, and a beacon for Open Source, Indie Hacking, and the infinite possibilities 
of Artificial Intelligence. My compass points towards leading passionate teams, uplifting developers, and crafting with 
a heart tuned to the user's beat.

Work Experience

JUN 2022 - PRESENT

Senior Product Engineer @ Maven Analytics

At Maven Analytics, an industry-leading e-learning platform, I collaborated with the product team on platform 
maintenance and enhancements. Together, we introduced features empowering instructors to publish courses 
and interact with students more effectively. We also developed social tools, enabling students to curate public 
profiles, showcase their projects, and highlight participation in data challenges.

OCT 2021 - JUN 2022

Staff Front End Developer @ Modern Health

At Modern Health, a pioneer in prioritizing mental health, I served as a Staff Front End Developer. Collaborating 
closely with the Product team, I played an instrumental role in shaping and maintaining a platform that not 
only enhances individuals' mental well-being but also equips healthcare professionals with the tools to manage 
appointments effectively. As a team lead, my responsibilities spanned conducting code reviews, project estima-
tions, and mentoring fellow developers, ensuring we delivered on our vision of mental health empowerment.

JAN 2021 - OCT 2021

Senior Front End Developer @ Voiceflow

At Voiceflow, the driving force behind revolutionizing the development of chat and voice assistants, I took on 
the challenge of constructing a platform tailored for crafting conversational bots. Teaming up with the Product 
unit, we not only birthed innovative features but also ensured a seamless platform experience. Beyond feature 
development, my role encompassed rigorous code reviews and knowledge-sharing, frequently contributing to 
our front-end guild to foster continuous learning and tech advancement.

MAR 2019 - JAN 2021

Full Stack Developer @ This Dot, Inc

At ThisDotLabs, a forefront web application consultancy, I collaborated on high-stake projects, notably with es-
teemed clients like Twilio and Vix. Working within a distributed team, we constantly explored the pinnacle of web 
technologies to meet business demands. While I championed web standards and cutting-edge methodologies, 
I also played a pivotal role in delivering solutions that had profound business implications.

SEP 2018 - MAR 2019

Technology Lead @ GoPato

GoPato, a pioneering on-demand food and package delivery venture in Costa Rica, trusted me as their Tech-
nology Lead during a pivotal relaunch phase. Collaborating closely with the CTO, I spearheaded development 
tasks, established and enforced coding standards, and streamlined our Continuous Integration and Deployment 



processes. My role bridged technical oversight with strategic collaboration, ensuring both our internal teams 
were aligned towards a common vision for product excellence.

JAN 2018 - SEP 2018

Technology Lead @ Hangar Worldwide

At Hangar Worldwide, a global nexus of tech and design expertise, I played an instrumental role in sculpting 
transformative digital experiences for illustrious brands, including Critical Mass, Nissan, and The Wing. In 
collaboration with both front-end and back-end teams, I ensured cohesive development flows, emphasized 
quality through rigorous code reviews, and navigated Continuous Integration and Delivery pathways. My tenure 
here was also marked by synergized efforts with Project Managers, envisioning and executing product roadmaps, 
and delivering captivating product demos to our esteemed clientele.

NOV 2016 - JAN 2018

Lead Front End Developer @ Wink

At Wink, Costa Rica's pioneering mobile financial app, I took the helm of the front-end development team, steering 
the product from its nascent planning stages to a triumphant launch. My role entailed overseeing every facet 
of the front-end operations, while closely collaborating with the CTO, ensuring our collective vision seamlessly 
translated into a platform that redefined banking convenience for Costa Ricans, enabling them to effortlessly 
open accounts and transfer funds.

JUN 2012 - NOV 2016

Senior Front End & Mobile Developer @ Accenture

In Accenture, I embarked on my professional journey as a developer. Starting as a junior, I swiftly climbed the 
ranks to attain a senior position. Throughout my tenure, I had the privilege of collaborating with diverse clients, 
immersing myself in an array of technologies. Additionally, I played an instrumental role in the company's internal 
university, where I not only imparted front-end development knowledge to fellow developers but also trained 
aspiring entrants to the field.

Stack

Programming Languages

JavaScript TypeScript HTML5 CSS3
SASS Python Ruby Golang
Rust

Frameworks & Libraries

React.js React Native Next.js Remix
Gatsby Apollo Client Tailwind CSS styled-components
emotion Material UI Mantine Framer Motion
Storybook GraphQL Apollo Server GraphQL Nexus
Pothos GraphQL Prisma Kysely Vitest
Jest ESlint Prettier



Software & Applications

Git Docker Node.js MySQL
PostgreSQL MongoDB Visual Studio Code Figma
Slack Discord Google Chrome

Third Party Services

Amazon Web Services GitHub GitLab Netlify
Vercel Railway Wordpress

Hardware

AirPods Max Dell S2719H (x24 MacBook Pro 1"0 2@21 Magic Keyboard
Magic Trackpad Vertagear SL12@@SE

hi:kevinwolf.cr
https/ github.com kevinwolfcr
https/ x.com kevinwolfcr
https/ kevinwolf.cr


